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A context-free grammar G with terminal vocabulary ,r is left universal for a class 
of languages t with respect o a class of languages L~I if for each language L c ~*  
in S ,  a control language C in ~ can be found such that G controlled by C 
generates L by leftmost derivations. We show that for a class of languages f and a 
class of languages 5~, if ~ is closed under homomorphism and inverse 
homomorpbism, then for each alphabet Z', the following two statements are 
equivalent. (1) There exists a context-free grammar with terminal vocabulary _r 
which is left universal for f with respect to S 1. (2) There exist a context-free 
language L I and a homomorphism h such that each language L c S*  in Y equals 
h(L 1 NL ' )  for some L '  in .~j. We also give some applications of this result. 
Kasai (1975) showed that for each alphabet S, there exists a context-free 
grammar G such that for each context-free language L over 27 a regular 
control language C can be found such that G controlled by C generates L by 
leftmost derivations. Kasai called such a grammar universal. (Greibach 
(1978) called it left universal.) Further studies on "universal grammar" and 
its extended notions have been done by Hart (1976), Rozenberg (1977), 
Greibaeh (1978), and Hirose and Nasu (1980). 
In this paper, we consider left universal context-free grammars in the sense 
of Greibach's definition. Greibach (1978) defined that a grammar G with 
terminal vocabulary 27 is left universal for a class of languages L# and 2; 
with respect o a class of languages t 1 if for each language L over 2; in S ,  a 
control language C in S 1 can be found such that G controlled by C generates 
L by leftmost derivations. We show that for a class of languages S and a 
class of languages f l ,  if _~ is closed under homomorphism and inverse 
homomorphism, then for each alphabet 27, there exists a left universal 
context-free grammar for S and S with respect to ~ if and only if the 
languages in Y have the same type of homomorphic characterization as the 
well-known homomorphic haracterization of the context-free languages due 
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to Chomsky (1962) and Stanley (1965), relative to t 1, that is, there exist a 
context-free language L 1 and a homomorphism h such that each language L 
over 22 in f can be represented as 
L = h(L  l NL ' )  
for some L '  in f l .  Furthermore, as applications of this result, we present 
new homomorphic haracterizations similar to the homomorphic harac- 
terization of the context-free languages due to Chomsky and Stanley, for the 
recursively enumerable anguages and the linear context-free languages. 
For background information on formal languages and grammars, the 
reader is referred to Salomaa (1973) and Harrison (1978). 
Let G= (V, 22, P, S) be a context-free grammar. 1 For any 7~E P, if ~z= 
A -~ a with A C V -  22 and a C V*, then we write 
wA~ :. wa~ 
l G 
for any w ~ 22* and t i c  V*. Let a, f i e  V* and x = 7r 1~2 ' "  7rn with ~i C P 
for i=  1 ..... n. We write 
x 
a : -~ 
l G 
if there ex is ta  o ,a  1 .... , a .C  V* such that a o=a,a  n=f l ,  and 
a i -  1 ~ ai  
for i=  1 ..... n. For a language CcP  +, we define 
Ltc(G)= IwCZ* IS  ix  >wf° rs°mexCC[  
and we define L(G) = L~+(G). 
DEFINITION. Let 22 be an alphabet and let G be a context-free grammar 
over L'. 2 Let S and S 1 be classes of languages. Then G is left universal for 
f with respect to ~ if for any language L CS over 22, there exists a 
language C ~ ~ such that Ltc(G) = L. 
In a context-free grammar G = (V, X, P, S), V-- Z is the set of nonterminals, Z is the set 
of terminals, S in V--,~ is the start symbol, and P is the set of productions of the form A ~ a. 
A in V--Zand ain V*. 
2 A grammar with terminal vocabulary Z is called a grammar over Z. 
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THEOREM 1. Let f be a class of languages and let ~ be a class of 
languages which is closed under homomorphism and inverse homomorphism. 
Then, for each alphabet Z, the following two statements are equivalent. 
( i )  There exists a context-free grammar over 22 which is left universal 
for f with respect o L,~. 
(2) There exist an alphabet Z 1, a contextfree language L~ over 221, 
and a homomorphism h: 22* ~ 27" such that for any language L E f over Z, 
there exists a language L'  C f l  over Z1 such that 
L = h(L, Cq L'). 
Proof. We assume (1). Let G = (V, 22, P, S)  be a context-free grammar 
which is left universal for f with respect to _~. We define a context-free 
grammar 
G1 = (V1,221, P1, S), 
where V 1 = g~)P ,  z~ 1 = ~' U P, and P1 is defined as follows: Corresponding 
to each production rc=A ~ a in P, the production ~' =A ~ zca is in Pl" Let 
g: L'* ~ P* be the homomorphism defined by 
g(rc) = zc (re C P) and g(a) = Z 3 (a C S), 
and let h: 22* ~ 22* be the homomorphism defined by 
h(n) = 2 (n C P) and h(a) = a (a C 22). 
Then we can easily show the following: 
(i) For any language C ~ 2~ over P, 
L tc(G) = h(L(G1) ~ g- l (C ) ) .  
To show (i), assume that w C L~c(G). Then there exists x = % ... rc n in C 
with ~z~ ,..., 7r n E P such that 
x 
S >w.  
I o 
Let x '  = zr 1' ... ~r n' and let w' be the word such that 
X ~ 
S >W r. 
/ G~ 
3 We denote by ,t the empty word. 
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Then since the above derivations are leftmost ones, it follows from the 
definition of G 1 that w' is of the form 
W I ~ TL ' IWI~2W 2 . . .  7£nWn~ 
where w I ..... w nC2?* and w 1 . . .w  n=w.  We have w=h(w' ) ,  w'CL(G I ) ,  
and g(w')  = ~z I ... 7r~ ~ C. Hence 
w ~ h(L (C l )  n g - ' (C ) ) .  
Conversely, assume that w ~ h(L(G~)Ch g-~(C)).  Then there exists w' C 
L(G1) n g - l (C )  such that h(w')  = w. Since w' ~ L(G~), there exists x '  6 P~- 
such that 
x j 
S >w r. 
l G l 
It follows from the definition of G1 that there exist ~r~ .... ,7r, E P such that 
x '  -- 7r 1' • • • 7r,', and w' is written in the form 
W t ~ 7~i W17C2W 2 . . .  7~nWn~ 
where w I ..... w, C 22*. It also follows from the definition of G~ that 
x 
S ;~ 142 1 . . .  Wn,  
I G 
where x = 7 h ... 7r n. Therefore, since w = h(w')  = w I ... w,, and 
x = g(w')  C C, we have w ~ Ltc(G). 
Thus we have shown (i). 
Since G is left universal for f with respect o S I, and ~ is closed under 
inverse homomorphism, (2) follows from (i). 
Thus we have proved that (1) implies (2). 
Assume (2). Let G 1= (V1,271,P1,S)  be a context-free grammar in 
Greibach normal form which generates L1.4 Let g: P*~S*  1 be the 
homomorphism defined as follows: For  each element ~ = A -~ aa  of P~ with 
ACV 1 -S  1,a~S 1u{2},anda~(V 1-27~)*, 
g(~r) = a. 
Then, clearly the following holds. 
4A context free grammar G= (V,S ,P ,  S) is said to be in Greibach normal form if each 
production is one of the forms A--,aB~...Bn, A~a,  and S-~Z, where B~,...,B,E 
(V - -S ) - - /S t  and a6X.  
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(ii) Forx~P+, i f  
S ~ >w, w¢2;* ,  
I G I 
then 
g(x)  = w. 
Define a context-free grammar G = (V, ~, P, S), where V = (V  1 - -  ~ '1 )  U /~ 
and P is defined as follows: Corresponding to each production ~r = A ~ act in 
P1 where A C V 1 -271, a C 2; 1U {2}, and a C (V~ - $1)*, the production 
= A -~ h(a )a  
is in P. Let H: P* -~ P* be the homomorphism defined by H(~) = ~ (~z C PI). 
Then clearly the following holds. 
(iii) ForxEP+,  w~Sl* ,and  wCS* , i f  
x y 
S > w 1 and S > w, 
l G l l G 
e 
where y = H(x) ,  then h(wl )  = w. 
Now we shall prove the following. 
(iv) For each L '  C f l  over 2;1, 
h(L  1 nZ ' )  l = L l t (g  I ( I . , ) ) (G) .  
Assume that w Eh(L~AL ' ) .  Then there exists 
h(wO = w. Since w I C L1, there exists x ~ P+ such that 
w 1EL INL  ' with 
x 
S "- w 1 . 
l G I 
It follows from (ii) that 
g(x)  = Wl ,  
and we have 
S Y : -h (w l )=w,  
1 G 
where y = H(x) .  Since g(x)  = w I and w 1 C L ' ,  we have 
x C g -1 (w l )  c g - ' ( L ' ) ,  




W C LIIt~g_,(L,))(G). 
l Conversely, assume that w CLmg-,cL,)~(G ). Then there exists y~ 
H(g-~(L ' ) )  such that 





such that H(x) = y. Let ]4; 1 ~ VI ~ with 
x 
S >w 1 
1 G 1 
By the definition of H, if x = ~r, .-. nn with ~i C P1, then y = 7~ ... ~,, and for 
each i, 7ri and ~i are the same if we disregard terminals. Hence w~ C Z~ so 
that w~ C L 1. It follows from (ii) that g(x)= w,. Therefore, w~ = g(x) 
g(g- l (L ' ) )  =L ' .  Hence we have 
WlCL I~L ' .  
It follows from (iii) that h(wl) = w. Thus we have 
w ~ h(L~ NL ' ) .  
We have proved (iv). 
Since S 1 is closed under homomorphism and inverse homomorphism, it 
follows from (2) and (iv) that G is a context-free grammar over 22 which is 
left universal for S with respect o 5,~. Thus (1) holds. 
We have proved that (2) implies (1). II 
Now we shall give some applications of the above theorem. 
The following theorem due to Chomsky (1962) and Stanley (1965) is well 
known. 
THEOREM 2 (Chomsky, Stanley). For each alphabet 22, there exist a Dyck 
language over an alphabet 22' and a homornorphism h: (22')* ~ Z* sueh that 
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for each context-free language L over X, there exists a regular language R 
over X' such that 
L = h(D ~ R). 
It follows from Theorems i and 2 that for each alphabet 27, there exists a 
context-free grammar over 27 which is left universal for the class of context- 
free languages with respect o the class of regular languages. Hence another 
proof of the result of Kasai (1975) has been presented. 
The following result is found in Greibach (1978). 
THEOREM 3 (Greibach). For each alphabet 27, there exists a context-free 
grammar over 27 which is left universal for the class of recursively 
enumerable languages with respect to the class of linear context-free 
languages. 
Using Theorems 1 and 3, we have a homomorphic haracterization of
Chomsky-Stanley t pe for the recursively enumerable languages. 
THEOREM 4. For each alphabet 27, there exist an alphabet 2;1, a context- 
free language Z 1 over  S i ,  and a homomorphism h: 2;*--+27" sueh that for 
each recursiveIy enumerable language E over 22, there exists a linear context- 
free language L'  over 22 1 such that 
E= h(Ll Yh L'  ). 
Proof Since the class of linear context-free languages is closed under 
homomorphism and inverse homomorphism, the theorem follows from 
Theorems 1 and 3. II 
Moreover, a stronger version of the above theorem is obtained. 
THEOREM 5. For each alphabet S, there exist a Dyck language over an 
alphabet S '  and a homomorphism h: (27')* ~ 22 such that for each recur- 
sively enumerabIe language E over 2;, there exists a linear contextfree 
language L'  over S'  such that 
E=h(D~L ' ) ,  
and for each context-free language L over 22, there ex&ts a regular language 
R over 22' such that 
L = h(D n R). 
Proof. It follows from Theorems 1 and 3 that there exist an alphabet Zl,  
a context-free language L l over Zl,  and a homomorphism h l :Z~*~Z*  
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such that for each recursively enumerable language E over Z, there exists a 
linear context-free language L 2 over Z~ such that 
E=hl(LIOL2). 
Moreover, by the proof of Theorem 1, we can assume that X, ~Z and 
hl(a ) = a for all a C Z. 
It follows from Theorem 2 that there exist a Dyck language D over an 
alphabet X' and a homomorphism h2: (27')*-+ 27* such that each context- 
free language over 271 equals h2(D (3 R ' )  for some regular language R'  over 
Z'.  Therefore, there exists a regular language R'  over Z'  such that 
L 1 = h2(D~R'  ). 
Let E be any recursively enumerable anguage over 27. Then there exists a 
linear context-free language L 2 over Z~ such that 
E = hl(L I AL2) .  
It follows that 
E = h,(h2(D N R ' )  ~ L2) = h~(h2(D ~ R '  (h h~ I(L2))). 
Let h =h lh  2 and let L '  =R '  ~h~l (L2) .  Then we have 
E = h(D ~ L') .  
Since the class of linear context-free languages is closed under inverse 
homomorphism and intersection with a regular language, L '  is a linear 
context-free language. 
Let L be any context-free language over Z. Since Z~ D Z, L is a context- 
free language over Xl. Hence there exists a regular language R over S '  such 
that 
L = h2(D ~ R). 
Since hi(a ) = a for all a C X, L = hi(L ). Therefore 
L=h, (L )=h~(h2(D~R))=h(D~R) .  II 
The following result is found in Greibach (1978). 
PROPOSITION 1 (Greibach). For each alphabet Z, there exists a linear 
context-free grammar over X which is left universal for  the class of  linear 
context-free languages with respect to the class of  regular languages. 
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We also have a homomorphic  haracterizat ion of Chomsky-Stan ley  type 
for the l inear context-free languages. 
THEOREM 6. For each alphabet S, there exist an alphabet Z l ,  a linear 
context-free language L z over S l , and a homomorphism h: 2?* -~ Z such that 
for each linear context-free language L over Z, there exists a regular 
language R over S 1 such that 
L=h(L I~R ). 
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 1. In the proof that (1) implies (2), in it, 
if G is l inear context-free, then so is G I. Thus the result follows from the 
proof and the above proposit ion. II 
We note that every language of the form h(L~R) ,  where h is a 
homomorphism,  L l a l inear context-free language, and R a regular language, 
is a l inear context-free language. 
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